Important information for the Segway-KölnTour
Segway-KölnTour
Meeting point is at the tour-office of the company GLEITZEIT GmbH in Cologne-Deutz; Siegburger Street
111-113 (close to Severinsbridge in direction of the city on the right side; streetcar number 7: stop
Severinsbridge, streetcar number 3 and 4: stop Suevenstreet). After an instruction of how to drive the
Segway, you ride comfortably along the riverside with a gorgeous view onto the Rheinauhafen of
Cologne. From here you drive on and cross the bridge Deutzer Bridge with view up and down the river.
Explore the Old Town of the city with its many places of interests and highlights! After driving across the
bridge Hohenzollernbridge the tour ends at the place of departure at the Siegburger Street.
During the tour the Segway-Instructor will give interesting information about the route. There will be
some short stops to explain the places of interests and to take photos. Look forward to an exciting and
extraordinary tour!

Duration:
Depending on the ability of the driver the duration of the tour is 1,5 hours including an instruction of 15
minutes. Time of tour and course may change due to local conditions (road works, street parties etc).

Requirements:
- Minimum age: 15 years
- Minimum of weight 45 kg / ca. 99,2 lbs., maximum of weight 118 kg / ca. 260,1 lbs.
- Valid drivers licence
- Valid identity card and/or valid passport
- The Segway may only be driven by people, who are in good health-conditions. The driver must not
be under the influence of matters like alcohol, drugs or med pharmaceuticals, which can affect the
fitness to drive.
- The driver must be able to stand on or to climb stairs unassisted.
The participation of the tour happens at one’s own risk. An explanation for the use of the Segway
and to define the liability for drives is to sign prior to the tour.
Please pay attention to the fact that the Segway-KölnTour cannot be realized without the presentation of
the above-mentioned documents.

Recommended equipment:
Comfortable shoes, no high heels
- Warm jacket
- If necessary sunglasses
camera
helmet (can be rented against a fee of € 2,50)

Cancellation:
Booked tickets can only be cancelled without any fees until 3 days (72 hours) prior to the tour-date.
Unfortunately after that time limit the price of the ticket cannot be refunded and will be charged.

What happens if it rains or freezes?
If it starts raining during the tour we will have the opportunity to take shelter from the rain. If you cancel
the tour due to the rain on the tour-date, we will have to charge you a cancellation fee of € 20,00.
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